3-POINT SHOOTOUT RULES

1. A team consists of 4 people.

2. Co-Rec teams consist of 2 men and 2 women.

3. Individual entries will be accepted.

4. Teams and individuals will choose a time and court during sign up.

5. Men will shoot with a regulation size basketball. Women will shoot with the smaller basketball.

6. Shooters may use their own ball, if approved by the tournament director.

7. Each participant is allowed 3 warm up shots prior to each round.

8. Shooters will shoot in three rounds. In rounds one and two, shots will be attempted from five positions behind the line. (See diagram)

   **Round One:** Shooter can start in either corner. Shooter will attempt three shots from each spot traveling around the line. (15 total shots)

   **Round Two:** Shooter can start in either corner. Shooter will attempt two shots from each spot traveling around the line to the other corner and two shots from each spot back to the starting corner. (20 total shots)

   **Round Three:** Shooter will shoot five shots from anywhere behind the line. (5 total shots)

9. Shooter must shoot from a location behind the 3 point line. An encroachment will count as a miss.

10. An individual's total score includes all baskets made (40 maximum). A team's total score includes all baskets made by the four team members (160 maximum).